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ABSTRACT

Objective This study sought to explore the experiences of Australian primary healthcare (PHC) nurses in the use of telehealth during COVID-19. Telehealth was defined as the use of any telecommunications mode (eg, telephone and videoconferencing) to deliver healthcare.

Design and setting Thematic analysis of qualitative interviews undertaken in Australian PHC.

Participants Twenty-five PHC nurses who had participated in a national survey about their experiences during COVID-19 were recruited using purposive sampling.

Methods Semistructured telephone interviews were conducted from June to August 2020. Interviews lasted a mean of 38.5 min. They were audio-recorded and transcribed before thematic analysis was undertaken. The consolidated criteria for reporting qualitative research were followed.

Results Four overarching themes were identified: preparedness, accessibility of telehealth, care experience and impacts on the PHC nurses’ role. Some nurses were experienced in the use of telehealth, while others indicated a lack of preparation and limited appropriate technology to support its use. Telehealth enabled patients to access care but did not support complex clinical assessment. Participants indicated that patient engagement in telehealth was dependent on access and confidence using technology, perceived safety when physically attending the practice and the value they placed on care via telehealth. Many participants expressed frustration about telehealth funding and its impact on facilitating nurses to practise to their full scope.

Conclusion Telehealth has provided a means to continue PHC service delivery during COVID-19. While there are advantages to adopting this technology, considerations of the challenges and lessons from this experience are important to inform the future implementation of telehealth initiatives.

INTRODUCTION

The COVID-19 pandemic has prompted both tertiary care-based and community-based health services to rapidly assess their current service delivery models. Health services have been forced to implement ways of working that reduce the risk of viral transmission while at the same time providing quality healthcare.1 2 The need for social distancing, shortages of personal protective equipment and a need to protect healthcare workers and patients prompted brisk exploration of service delivery options beyond face-to-face consultation.3

Despite much of the attention early in the pandemic being focused on tertiary acute care services, primary healthcare (PHC) has an integral, front-line role in the pandemic response, including the management of people presenting with respiratory symptoms and/or fever, continued health management for those with chronic conditions, preventive activities such as vaccinations and community education around disease transmission.3 To ensure that these services were delivered, PHC services needed to pivot to new models of care.

While Australia has a system of universal health coverage funded through the national health insurance scheme, Medicare, the provision and funding of PHC is
complex. PHC services are delivered by a combination of non-government organisations, state/territory-funded community health services and, small business and corporate chain general practices. This multitude of service providers and variations in the funding of services can impact the ability of the sector to effectively implement new models of service delivery.

Telehealth is an efficient, cost-effective and high-quality option to providing face-to-face health services involving health professionals using telecommunications and information technology to provide health assessment, diagnosis, intervention, consultation and health information to patients. Pre-pandemic telehealth research has demonstrated that telehealth has lower costs for both patients and healthcare professionals, with no change in service use or disease progression when compared with face-to-face healthcare. Additionally, telehealth is associated with high levels of satisfaction among both patients and health professionals. However, despite the potential for telehealth to be a positive change in care delivery, organisational case studies have demonstrated that its introduction is a complex change. Concerns about the quality and safety of care, privacy and professional accountability have all been raised as issues associated with the widespread implementation of telehealth. Despite technological advancement offering the potential to provide healthcare via digital platforms, health regulation and funding structures in Australia have prevented widespread implementation of digital systems.

In Australia, before the pandemic, funded telehealth was available only to people outside major cities and largely only for specialist consultations. In March 2020, the Australian government provided dedicated funding for Medicare-subsidised telehealth services (video or telephone) for all Australians who had an established relationship with a general practice. Implemented in eight stages from 13 March to 18 September 2020, these services initially prioritised vulnerable patients and providers, general practitioners (GPs), mental health providers and selected medical specialists. It was not until 20 April 2020 in stage 5 of telehealth implementation that funding was available to support general practice nurse (GPN) telehealth consultations, which were limited to health assessments for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people, and chronic disease management consultations.

The precipitous need for an alternative to face-to-face consultations has seen a rapid upscaling of telehealth in Australia and internationally. While this enabled health services to continue to provide care during the pandemic, it is important that lessons from this experience are used to inform ongoing care provision via telehealth and future pandemic response.

**METHODS**

This paper reports on the qualitative descriptive component of a mixed-methods study examining the experiences of Australian PHC nurses during the COVID-19 pandemic. Data in this paper specifically focused on nurses’ experiences with telehealth. Given the volume and depth of data, other discrete aspects of their experience are reported separately.

**Recruitment and sampling**

Australian PHC nurses who participated in a national survey about their experiences during COVID-19 were invited to participate in a qualitative semi-structured interview. Recruitment for the survey was undertaken through social media platforms and promoted through nursing professional organisations. Survey respondents indicating a willingness to be interviewed were purposively selected to provide a representation of employment setting (community-based and general practice), gender, location and registration status (enrolled nurse (EN), registered nurse (RN) and nurse practitioner (NP)). Prospective participants were approached to participate via phone and email. This contact provided study information, allowed participants to answer questions and sought written consent to participate.

**Data collection**

Individual telephone interviews were conducted between June and August 2020 by two female nurse researchers with experience in qualitative research and PHC nursing. Telephone interviews were used due to the geographical distribution of participants and pandemic restrictions. An interview schedule was developed from the survey findings and literature (box 1). Questions and prompts were designed by the research team to explore the nurses’ perceptions and experiences about telehealth during COVID-19 based on the data from the initial survey. These questions were reviewed after six pilot interviews to ensure clarity. As no major changes were made, the pilot interviews were included in the dataset. All interviews were audio-recorded and transcribed verbatim by professional transcriptionists. Field notes were written to capture interviewer perceptions during data collection. Length of interviews ranged from 19.0 min to 59.0 min (mean 38.5 min, SD 11.4 min).

**Patient and public involvement**

As the research team included PHC nurses and feedback from nurses was available via the survey data, we did not engage nurses in the development of the interview questions. Nurses were involved in the recruitment to the initial survey as social media and snowballing methods.

**Box 1 Excerpt from interview schedule**

- How were you involved in telehealth in your practice?
- To what extent was telehealth used to replace face-to-face care?
- How prepared were you for the introduction of telehealth?
- What has helped/hindered the introduction of telehealth?
- How have your patients responded to care provided by telehealth?
- To what extent do you feel telehealth is effective in meeting the needs of patients? What do you think influences this?
were used to recruit survey participants. Findings from the research are being disseminated back to nurses via social media and presentations to professional groups. Given the nature of the study, no patients were involved.

**Data analysis**

Transcripts were imported into Microsoft Word (Office 365) for analysis using the process described by Braun and Clark.15 Two researchers (CA and SJ) deeply immersed themselves in the data through reading and rereading transcripts and listening to the audio recordings. They then separately undertook manual coding of the transcripts to note interesting features. These interpretations were then cross-checked by AW and discussed with the broader team, focusing on the collation and verification of the codes and the development of emerging patterns and themes. Following this, each theme was defined and named and the transcripts were reviewed to ensure that all data were captured. The Consolidated Criteria for Reporting Qualitative Research checklist was used to guide the reporting.16

**RESULTS**

**Participants**

Twenty-five participants were interviewed (12 community-based nurses (CNs) and 13 GPNs). The 12 CNs worked in diverse clinical settings such as women’s health, mental health, maternal and child health, and an Aboriginal medical service. These positions were funded through state/territory government funding or via non-government organisations. In contrast, the 13 GPNs were employed in general practices which were operated by either small businesses or corporate chains. Therefore, their employment was more reliant on income generated from service delivery and Australian government funding. Twenty-four (96%) participants were female; 20 (80%) were RNs; and 12 (48%) had over 11 years’ experience as PHC nurses.

Four overarching themes were identified that described participants’ experiences of using telehealth during the COVID-19 pandemic, namely: preparedness, accessibility of care, care experience and impacts on the PHC nurses’ role.

**Preparedness**

There was a diversity of preparedness among participants for the rapid implementation of telehealth. Preparedness was conceptualised in terms of both the available equipment and staff capacity in providing a telehealth service. Those who already used telehealth in their practice and had adequate resources found it easy to pivot to increasing telehealth use:

> I think being rural helped us a lot ‘cause we’ve done a lot of Skype stuff, ... – we’ll set a person up in a room for a Skype consultation with a specialist ... that geographical isolation has actually made us much better at that sort of thing. (GPN10, RN)

In contrast, others were less well prepared. The availability of equipment and the capacity of health professionals and patients to use audio-visual technologies resulted in most participants providing consultations via telephone.

> A lot of people [health professionals] had never Zoomed or Skyped before, so everyone was sort of playing catch up. (CN01, RN)

We’ve got computers that don’t have cameras and don’t have microphones, so initially we didn’t have the option. We’ve since changed that but we haven’t had anyone interested in doing the conferencing. So we just do the phone. (GP08, RN)

**Accessibility of care**

Most participants perceived telehealth to be a positive initiative that enhanced patients’ access to care. This was balanced with concerns about engagement with telehealth due to confidence, the ability for nurses to effectively assess patients and access for vulnerable groups. For some, telehealth acceptability was seen through increased accessibility of services, particularly those who were living in rural areas.

> we’ve got many patients that live in the bush. It’s fantastic for them. Coming to town to see the doctor for a script, you know, it’s a bit tough at the best of times. So they’re loving it. (GP05, EN)

Telehealth was also described as an acceptable way to maintain access to health services while avoiding home visits or high-risk patients attending clinics.

> And I think for us it’s useful in that it manages to reach patients that we wouldn’t reach otherwise, because they wouldn’t come in if they didn’t have to because they’re concerned about the risks. (GPN13, RN)

I had several oldies who are also having chemo, having radiotherapy, on immunosuppressants as well. They were running out of their medicines. ... home isolating, really shutting themselves down from the world. ... I did all telephone and it was so nice. I could hear their voice. I could tell by their speech, the tone in their voice, the conversation, how they were breathing during the conversation, ...and I was reassured that... they were fine, they were coping okay. (CN02, NP)

Other participants highlighted improved accessibility in terms of funding of telehealth services during the pandemic, which reduced the financial burden for patients.

> Other patients had high drug treatment costs, so that was less of an issue. (CN12, RN)
Open access

they’re bulk-billed [no patient out of pocket expense]. That’s a huge factor, I think. No one’s got a bloody job. (GPN10, RN)

Enhanced accessibility was also highlighted by participants who described the time savings and efficiencies that could be achieved in simple consultations.

If you just need scripts or just like to get some routine blood tests done, where the appointment is gonna take five minutes in and out, telehealth is going to open up so many more appointments for the doctor. (GPN07, RN)

However, participants emphasised the importance of face-to-face consultations for more complex matters requiring physical assessment.

If it was the only means, it wouldn’t be ideal, but it’s fit for purpose. Some days, you’ll look and say, ‘Look, I can’t do that over –” They’ll show you something. I’ll say, “I’ll have to see that in real life. It’s not clear enough there.’ Or other days, it just fits perfectly. (GPN11, NP)

Participants also described how their experiences during COVID-19 have ‘made us aware that …we could look at a mix of – into the future, a mix of face-to-face and a mix of Telehealth, if we’re able to do it’ (CN09, RN).

Despite the enhanced accessibility of PHC services for many, the provision of equitable healthcare to vulnerable population groups such as the elderly, people with language barriers and those with chronic conditions, low income or homelessness were considered by some participants as challenging.

…mostly elderly [patients], they have mobile phones, but they wouldn’t know how to use them…. They’d have a computer to do emails, but they wouldn’t know how to do a Skype or anything like that. (CN02, NP)

…from a multicultural client background, we need a video conference platform where we can bring interpreters in…. They can actually see the client, we can pick up all those nuances that are totally hidden if you’re just on the phone. (CN10, RN)

Care experience

The extent of patient engagement in telehealth services depended on perceptions of vulnerability and safety during the pandemic, and preferences for face-to-face consultation, especially for elderly patients where the consultation ensured some social interaction. GPN01 (RN) identified that ‘a lot of them [older people] were lonely too so, it was kind of a highlight for them sometimes to talk and just talk on the phone.’

Some participants perceived that patients felt that consultations provided via telehealth were below the usual standard of care. When consultations were undertaken via telephone ‘some patients [were] not feeling like they’re receiving a full service that they would be used to receiving’ (GPN06, RN). GPN13 (RN) observed, ‘I think for some patients, it was that they felt like because they were only hearing the voice, they couldn’t read some of that nonverbal cue…. like if they could hear you talking and typing in the background, they weren’t sure that you were actually listening to what they were saying.’

However, other participants found that their concern around patient preferences for face-to-face care was unfounded and that it was health professionals who were concerned about telehealth implementation.

So we’ve had it as part of our service plan… an increase in the use of videoconferencing, and we’ve always had a bit of resistance from clinicians… the consumers are fine. (CN08, RN)

… we are taught at uni to read a patient’s body language, to triage them in terms of how they act and how they’re talking, what they’re wearing, and we’re looking at their mental health in person… and you can’t do that over the phone. So I think a lot of patient care was below our usual standard because we couldn’t see our patients. (GPN04, RN)

Impacts on the nursing role

The rapid implementation of telehealth required participants to pivot their current role and workload to incorporate the new service delivery model. For those nurses working in general practice, the constraints of health system funding models were a significant impediment to their agility. However, community nurses described being able to redesign their service delivery models to incorporate telehealth. For example, they offered proactive services such as checking on patient welfare and exercise classes, as well as raising the profile of their service through social media.

I think that we were very proactive with our phone calls, so we phoned people… to make sure they are doing okay which we do proactively to prevent disasters happening…. We really took an attitude that we wanted to keep people out of hospital. (CN08, RN)

we’ve done a lot of Zoom in women’s health… we’ve done Zoom yoga. We’ve done a lot of sort of putting information onto our Facebook page. I think we’ve raised our profile because what we saw in the quarter with our stats was that we were getting a lot more new clients. (CN09, RN)

However, for GPNs, the funding of their employment meant that due to the initial restrictions of government funding of telehealth to doctors and allied health professionals, consultations were GP-led or had limited GPN involvement. GPNs described their frustration at these limitations, particularly in relation to providing COVID-19 education, triage, pathology or checking in on patient welfare or mental health.

the doctor doesn’t need me to speak to the patients on the phone because they can’t bill them, so that’s not viable for the practice. (GPN08, RN)
the doctors are doing all the phone calls and receiving the billings and we’re not doing any care planning at all…… We’re not even giving results ‘cause it’s not billable, whereas if the doctors give results, it’s billable. (GPN10, RN)

Following the introduction of funding for GPN consultations in late April 2020, GPNs’ involvement in telehealth was limited to activities attracting financial remuneration for the practice such as chronic disease management care plan preparation and nursing follow-up for those patients.

Well, I have, the care plans… We don’t have any item numbers, so we can’t bill anything. But helping the doctor set up the care plan and talking to the patients about their chronic disease prior to their appointment with the doctor, that’s how we’ve done it. (GPN07, RN)

The delayed introduction of funding for GPN telehealth consultations impacted on nurses’ job security.

But by the time they came in my work changes had already occurred. I think if maybe if they’d been a couple of weeks earlier there might have been a bit more ability for me to keep some work. But in my workplace, it didn’t happen. (GPN01, RN)

Maintaining funding for GPNs to provide telehealth services was considered important to facilitate better use of their roles and to ensure that health assessments and other preventive or health promotion initiatives were maintained.

Look, I think access to Medicare, Telehealth for GPNs would be really important because I think sometimes – like people missing out on their over-75 health checks, I think that in GP land, particularly I think nurses are underutilised in many respects. That’s been my opinion for a long time. (CN09, NP)

**DISCUSSION**

**Summary**

This study has examined the experiences of Australian PHC nurses in the rapid deployment of telehealth during the COVID-19 pandemic. Participants identified challenges in preparedness in terms of the availability of equipment and staff skill levels. While for some nurses, telehealth enhanced their capacity to facilitate healthcare access for patients, for those without access to appropriate technology, access was reduced. Patient engagement in telehealth consultations and recognition of the value of healthcare delivered via telehealth were cited as a potential concern. Finally, participants described the impact of funding models for telehealth services on the nursing role, particularly in general practice, and highlighted the importance of funding to maintain job security and to enable GPNs to work to the extent of their scope of practice. These factors highlight the complexity of change required to effectively embed telehealth within the healthcare system and the need for organisational and health system support to address these issues at a practice level.

**Strengths and limitations**

The inclusion of nurses from across diverse PHC settings is a strength of this study as it provides broad perspectives of the experience of nurses across the community sector. The mostly female participant group reflects the female-dominated nature of the nursing profession, despite our attempts to recruit male nurses. While telephone interviews allowed us to overcome barriers around geographical dispersion and pandemic precautions, these may have impacted the quality of data collected compared with face-to-face interviews. Additionally, although the inclusion of data from patients and other members of the multidisciplinary team may have provided depth and richness, it was beyond the scope of this study.

**Comparison with existing literature**

Previous telehealth research has focused on organisational factors or patient and provider experiences in the planned implementation of telehealth programmes. The need for complex organisational change to support the effective implementation of telehealth has been identified. This current study reported the rapid upscaling of telehealth services to maintain safe primary healthcare in response to the COVID-19 pandemic. The COVID-19 pandemic transformed PHC overnight, requiring care to be provided at a distance while maintaining the ongoing relationships that characterise PHC. The rapid and unexpected widespread deployment of telehealth during COVID-19, combined with the stresses on the healthcare system, challenged health professionals to effectively implement such complex change within very short time frames. The lessons learnt from this rapid deployment of telehealth likely have implications for both future pandemic response and the widespread implementation of telehealth beyond the pandemic.

Unlike other countries, in Australia, government funding was equivalent for both video and telephone consultations. However, in this study, participants largely described telephone consultations due to the availability of equipment and rapid upscaling. While many simple consultations can be effectively managed via telephone, video adds visual cues, and face-to-face contact is likely preferable for complex health issues. In contrast, at times, video consultations can compromise an individual’s privacy, whereas telephone consultations may enable the patient to feel as if the contact is more private. Further research is likely needed around the relative effectiveness of various modes of telehealth for the range of health care services delivered in PHC.

This study found that telehealth increased access for many patients who had not previously had access to such services, as it overcame burdens around travel time and waiting for consultations. Telehealth has been increasingly used in rural and regional areas for this reason.
Consistent with the literature, this study noted challenges to patient access related to vulnerabilities such as age, language and disability. Disparity in access to telehealth is often experienced for those at highest risk, with low health literacy and with the most limited access to technology. Facilitation of access to telehealth within the community is essential to ensure equity for all.

Despite improvements in access to healthcare created by telehealth, this study raised issues around patients and health professional concerns about the impact of telehealth on the care experience. Concerns about adequate physical assessment, feeling as if they are receiving less attention, being reluctant to ask questions, feeling rushed and less involved in their care, and having a poorer relationship with their health professional have all been identified by patients as concerns about telehealth consultations. While face-to-face consultation options are not always possible during the pandemic, there is a need for nurses to actively seek to develop their practice to optimise the nurse–patient relationship within telehealth consultations. Strategies such as using telehealth methods that allow visual cues (e.g., video), considering non-verbal expression, encouraging patients to engage in active communication, avoiding the perception of being rushed, and both critically reflecting on consultations and seeking feedback from patients can assist in optimising the quality of consultations and care experience.

Given that it is unlikely that our health systems will return to prepandemic levels of telehealth use, nursing education programmes must consider the skills and education related to providing nursing care via telehealth that is needed by nurses to work effectively in our future health systems.

Given the reliance of Australian general practices on the Medicare Benefits Schedule and funding incentives to employ nurses, this study found that the initial exclusion of nurses from changes to the funding to support telehealth was problematic. During the period from March to April 2020, when telehealth was funded for GPs and allied health but not for GPNs, the role of the nurse was significantly constrained. A similar story was reported by Watkins and Neubrander, who describe how American nurses were prohibited from providing reimbursable telehealth services. The impact of funding models limiting GPN roles in Australia is not new; however, the impact seen during COVID-19 highlights the need for funding to support rather than inhibit health professionals to work to the full extent of their scope of practice to optimise service delivery during crises.

**Implications for practice**

The disruptive impact of COVID-19 has rapidly progressed the implementation and use of telehealth in Australian PHC as has occurred internationally. The results of this study indicate that while PHC nurses have embraced this implementation and highlighted the advantages of telehealth in promoting access to care during the pandemic, several factors need to be addressed if telehealth is embedded in the new normal. This study has highlighted that health professionals need ongoing education in both the use of technology and the delivery of telehealth consultations to optimise the care that they provide. Additionally, support needs to be given to patients to adapt to and access telehealth services. Finally, this study recognised the value in embracing this opportunity to embed the advancements in telehealth into models of usual care. However, telehealth will only be a viable mode of healthcare delivery if it is supported by appropriate funding mechanisms to support the provision of quality technology and the remuneration of multidisciplinary health professionals.

**CONCLUSION**

The PHC nurses in this study showed ways in which care can be continued during a pandemic. For health professionals to provide care via telehealth, appropriate support is needed. This includes ensuring health professionals and patients are prepared and engaged in telehealth as a mode of care through confidence in its use and access to technology. Additionally, the use of telehealth requires consideration of the need for in-person assessment versus physical distancing. However, to provide this care, telehealth funding needs to address its impact on PHC nurses to practise to their full scope.
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